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In brief

China grants preferential tax incentives to New/High Technology Enterprise (“NHTE” ) with special
requirements on the technology capacity of the NHTEs. This attractive preferential tax treatment is
undoubtedly beneficial to NHTEs, but the corresponding requirements on the self-owned intellectual
properties (“IP” ) may make China tax authorities more cautious on the outbound royalty payment of the
NHTEs.

China tax authorities are paying more attention to intangible related arrangements among multinational
corporations (“MNCs” ) in recent years. With several circulars and notices publicised to administrate the
cross-border royalty payment, NHTE paying overseas technology royalty might become a target for
China tax authorities.

In this News Flash, we will share our observations in relation to the challenges on cross-border royalty
payments that NHTEs are facing. As the challenges raised by China tax authorities will involve different
stakeholders, NHTEs shall monitor and assess the potential risks to improve internal tax risk control
and minimise the tax exposures.

In detail

NHTEs vs. royalty

payments: the dilemma?

In China, the reduced 15% tax
rate for NHTE is one of the
most attractive tax incentives
for the China companies. In
fact, NHTE is becoming more
and more popular in China and
there has been a stable increase
of appropriately 6 thousand
NHTEs in the last several years.
To become a recognised NHTE,
it requires companies to meet
certain criteria, including its
business scope being falling
into required industry, R&D
expense meeting certain
percentage of revenue, certain
percentage of R&D staffs,
ownership of core intellectual
property, etc. Among these
requirements, the ownership of
IP (or an exclusive IP use right)
echoes with Chinese

government's intention to
upgrade the industry and
encourage companies to
enhance its productivity and
effectiveness. Although quite a
number of MNCs has concerns
about keeping IP in China, it is
still being a trend that many
foreign-invested companies are
making decision and taking
action in pursuing core IPs
through self-development or
purchase from overseas related
or non-related parties in the
attempt to enjoy the NHTE tax
incentive.

In the meantime, we also
observed that many foreign
invested companies, especially
in the manufacturing field, have
cultivated technological
reliance on the overseas IP
owners to certain extent, as
evidenced by a common
commercial phenomenon -
intra-group royalty for IP
licensing. Accordingly, these

China licensees need to pay
technology royalty fee to
overseas parties.

Based on our experience and
observation, both the state-level
and local-level tax authorities
are paying more and more
attention to NHTEs if they pay
overseas parties for technology
royalty especially when such
amount is high.

Such concerns from China tax
bureaus should be well-
expected. On one hand, NHTE
qualification attaches to the
ownership of core IPs with huge
importance, without literal
definition yet explained as a
close connection between the IP
and production. On the other
hand, royalty paid by NHTE
implies the importance of
oversea technological support,
leading outsiders to picture the
indispensability of the licensed
IP, especially when the royalty
is of huge amount or high rate.
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SAT’s voices

Back in 2012, when an associated
notice issued by Finance Department,
State Administration of Taxation
(“SAT” ) and Science Committee
requested to put more checks for the
NHTEs, some local tax bureaus took
the opportunity and targeted at those
NHTEs who have a large amount of
technology royalty payment to
overseas parties. In a nationwide
assessment on cross-border intra-
group payment under Circular
Shuizongbanfa [2014] No. 146 last
year, these NHTEs paying technology
royalties became easy targets.
Further, Public Notice [2015] No. 16
released by SAT provided the legal
basis and more detailed guidance for
local-level tax authorities in
scrutinising the outbound payments
including technology royalty.

Challenges from tax authorities

SAT’s voices echo the global Base
Erosion and Profit Shifting (“BEPS” ),
wave. Following the current
discussions regarding BEPS on
deliverables related to intangible
sections, China tax bureaus start
paying more attention from tangible
assets transaction to intangible assets
transaction arrangements among
MNCs in recent years. It is not a
surprise for tax bureaus to raise
questions such as: Being a NHTE
which should own core IP (or
exclusive IP use right), is it necessary
to pay high technology royalty fee? If
the answer is yes, to which extent the
self-owned technology is applied in the
production? If there exist to be a huge
royalty, does it deliver the message
that the said NHTE has not obtained
core IP at all?

Formal challenges from tax bureau are
not remote. According to our recent
cases, the involved tax bureaus indeed
raised challenges from two angles.

Firstly, tax bureau would question IP
status of a NHTE. Below are some
typical questions raised by tax bureau:

− What is the relationship between
the overseas licensed IP and the
IP reported for NHTE
application?

− How to prove that the licensed IP
is actually the core IP used for
production?

− How to prove the necessity of the
licensed IP within the production?

− How to prove that the licensed IP
plays a subordinate role in the
production?

Secondly, tax bureaus would also
challenge the reasonableness of the
royalty payment from a transfer
pricing perspective, focusing on the
arm’s length nature and substance of
the royalty:

− Is the royalty paid to overseas
related parties which does not
undertake functions, bear risks or
has no substantial operation or
activities? Does the royalty
payment correspond with the
functions and risks undertaken by
the royalty recipient?

− Does a NHTE get higher
profitability than an ordinary
contract manufacturer as NHTE
bears more function/risk? Doesn’t
royalty payment reduce the
profitability a NHTE should
actually take?

− How to make out the price of the
royalty? Should the charging base
be calculated on the full payment?
Should the rate of the royalty be
updated after obtaining NHTE
qualification?

− When a NHTE shares its technical
IP to related parties, is there any
arrangement for the
compensation?

These two angles usually form a trade-
off relationship with each other, which
makes it more difficult for taxpayers to
reply. Without a well-prepared
respond to the above questions may
bring negative tax impacts in two folds
correspondingly: (1) this NHTE may
be revoked or could not be qualified as
a NHTE going forward due to its
'weakness' in IP requirement; or (2)

the technology royalty paid by this
NHTE may have to be reduced or even
disallowed for deduction under
income tax law.

The takeaway

Under the even more stringent
supervision on cross-border payments
by China tax authorities, NHTEs who
pay technology royalty to overseas
related parties are advised to assess
any potential conflict between the
NHTE IP position and the royalty
substance. Although China tax
authorities do not have a clear
instruction on the compliance
materials to defend taxpayers’
position, an early review of internal
documentation will be helpful.

It should also be reminded that the tax
impacts may not only reach out to the
NHTE itself, but also involve other
stakeholders including overseas
investor, domestic partner (in a joint
venture), overseas licensor, etc.
Different commercial interests of such
parties may escalate the complexity of
the situation and distract the defence
focus. For instance, overseas licensor
may be reluctant to decrease royalty
charge, overseas investor may prefer
the NHTE status in view of the higher
profit level brought by the 15% rate,
and the NHTE itself may concern
more about both the lower CIT rate
and the cost deduction issues of the
royalty.

In view of the above, it is advised that
NHTEs with royalty payment start to
pay more attention to potential
challenges with this aspect. PwC tax
team has already been assisting some
clients in early planning or subsequent
improvements to mitigate tax risks in
this aspect, and there are also some
cases being negotiated with tax
bureaus for those formal tax audit or
challenges.
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PwC’s China Transfer Pricing Service has approximately 200 dedicated transfer pricing professionals in China with
knowledge in economics, accounting, law, efficient project management skills and in-depth industry experience. We help
clients to develop tax efficient structures to increase compliance with transfer pricing regulatory requirements, prepare for
rapid audit responses, resolve disputes, and decrease future adjustment exposure. To offer global support to our clients, we
work closely with our global transfer pricing network comprised of more than 100 partners and 1,500 dedicated
professionals in over 50 countries.

In addition, you may also reach out to PwC’s China Tax Controversy Services:

PwC’s China Tax Controversy Services (TCS) practice helps companies face and respond to increased pressure and

attention from tax authorities in China by preventing, managing, and resolving tax disputes. Our success is based on a

powerful combination of deep technical expertise, tax appeals and alternative dispute resolution experience, and our local

knowledge and global perspective.Our team includes former government officials who can capitalise on their ‘first-hand’

understanding of process and procedures and long standing relationships as well as specialists with technical expertise in all

areas of China tax.
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